NAIT NUMBER
ALLOCATION
This factsheet is intended to inform PICA farmers on what constitutes
a NAIT location and how that location identifier is allocated.
As a PICA farmer, you are required to
register all locations where you are in
charge of NAIT animals.

NAIT NUMBER ALLOCATION

A registered farm premises is known as
a NAIT location and allows us to identify
where NAIT animals are kept and who is
in charge of them, on a day-to-day basis.

A Person in charge of animals (PICA) registers with
NAIT and registers their NAIT location/s to identify
and declare the premises at which their NAIT animals
are kept.

Each NAIT location is assigned a unique
NAIT number as the farm premises
identifier.

WHAT DEFINES A
NAIT LOCATION?

Each registered
premises is assigned
a unique NAIT number
as the location identifier.

A NAIT location may comprise of:
• A single property; or
• 2 or more contiguous (bordering)
or non-contiguous properties within,
or straddling the circumference of,
a circle with a 10 kilometre radius.
If you are the person in charge of NAIT
animals at multiple properties and one
or more property is located outside of
the 10km radius (e.g. the blue farm over
page), you must register a separate
NAIT number for each premises.
It is best practice that herds managed
separately are registered as separate
NAIT locations, meaning each will have
a unique NAIT number. This way we can
better trace and contain any disease
outbreaks that may occur.
Cattle and deer born at a premises
are individually identified with
a NAIT RFID tag and registered
to the NAIT number in the NAIT
online system by the PICA.

NAIT is an OSPRI programme

Animals received at or sent from
the premises are recorded in
a movement to or from the NAIT
number in the NAIT online system
by the PICA.

ospri.co.nz

0800 482 463

NAIT LOCATION
The yellow farms may
be registered as one
NAIT location for the
same PICA

The blue farm must be
registered as a separate
NAIT location as it is
outside of the 10km radius

WHAT TO DO IF
YOUR SITUATION
CHANGES?
A NAIT number is fixed to a registered
NAIT location. In the event you or your
stock move to a new location, you will
need to either:
• Apply to assign the existing NAIT
number for the new premises to
yourself as the PICA for that location; or
• Register a new NAIT number.
To change the person who is listed
as the PICA for a registered NAIT
number, call the OSPRI contact
centre on 0800 482 463 or visit
ospri.co.nz to download a PICA
change application form.

ANIMAL
MOVEMENTS
A movement must be recorded in the
NAIT online system for all movements
of animals between premises registered
as separate NAIT locations, even if
both have the same PICA. This ensures
individual animals can be traced to their
current and past locations, including
when temporarily moved for grazing
or mating.
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